Conroe Independent School District
The Woodlands High Elementary Feeder Map
School Year 2019-2020

The Woodlands Schools
Elementary
4. Buckalew
5. Bush
43. Deretchin
9. Galatas
11. Glen Loch
18. Powell (excluding Harper’s Landing)
40. Tough
Intermediate
43. Deretchin
26. Mitchell
40. Tough
29. Wilkerson (Glen Loch only)
Junior High
39. McCullough
High School
30. The Woodlands 9th Grade Campus
38. The Woodlands

The Woodlands High School
Elementary Zones

- Buckalew Elementary
- Bush Elementary
- Deretchin Elementary
- Galatas Elementary
- Glen Loch Elementary
- Powell Elementary
- Tough Elementary

- 47B and 84D attend Powell Elementary then feed into Collins Intermediate
- 70A attends Glen Loch Elementary then feeds into Wilkerson Intermediate
- 84E attends Buckalew Elementary then feeds into Collins Intermediate